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Re-ntry and Simulation

Hou Jian and Xu Guangaing
An science and technology continue to develop, in recent years

many space tests have taken place each year. As the na broke out,

people naturally are joyful about thee great advantages of the
human race. People more or les have som undorstanding about their
launching and orbiting duo to the coutinuous intaoduton in the
nespaperS and magazines. nut, do yo know h thee" flight
vehicles (war heads,- satellitil, or spacecratft) can re-enter the
atmosphere to return to the surfae of the earth? In addition, do
you know the various simulated testt carried out by the scientific
workers in order to clear the obotaclos in re-entry?

o-enatry
As we know, the wmhead of a guided missile finally most

re-enter the atmospere, ftA*~ being launched by the rocket, into -

the spane to, reach, its target vathe oruA~ (Pifere 1).0 Spaeceraft
and Other- flight vehicles oas o*esaUs. It to aessesY to
brin 0 t Wsremt am thef OMW seLlet in the aV"V"" bek to
the. S ,OU eely. imoe,. at e- us l NO I Le GMX.

WY to iON "8. 6 i0, w, - !*0 M t
hae "Mr 1011ki No *som wwq wg-~u
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11 t easy for people to abruptly believe that the dropping of a warhead
fromi several thousand kilometers (e.g.* 2,300 kilometers) high in

of a heavy object from the sky, which should not be difficult at
all. However, this is nt the fact. If we as. the altitude h
2,300 kilometers into the simple calculation using the fozrmu to
estimate the final speed of a parabolic motion V = Vji29h, we know
that V - 6.*7 1C/sec. It is approximately 7,000 u/sec, *corresponding

to 20 times of the local sonic speed (of cours, the calculation
of the speed ofa warhead to re--enter the atimosphere is not that
simple. However, this rough estimation can provide us with an
order of magnitude idea.)

Figure l(a). The Typical Trajectory of a Strategic Ballistic
Guided missile.
1.* The launching sepMeAt 2. BaEd of the third
stage thrust; 3. leaing the individually
guided multiple vah adend starting the
measures to penetraft the "too"s system;

4.rfa jactory;i S. Do.mtqy segments 6. Earth....

Figure 4.* Schematic Diagrn of the Twyical rLigAw olrto

1. 44.ALUMetsr 2. OsptWms 3. 1gito of the first
"tept 1%. Ignition

met Aa 4AW fe Woft Of the retrieva

.........................-.-



Figure l~c). Schematic Diagram of the ae-entry and Relese of
a Multi-Warhead Guided istsile.
1. Carrier vehicle of the guided missile;
2. Seaaions 3. Discarding the flow regulating
mask of the wah 1s 4. Releasing the first
small warhead; 5. The third small warheadl
6. The cabin containing the warheads; 7. Cabin
falling into the ammo e S.* Ground;
9. Releasing the second small warhead; 100 The
rising segment of the trajectory (240 kilomters
high).

7000 meters per o mesd. is a tI umer ~M a warhead
enters the les aopee at suchb A hig speed, the heat produced
by the huge frictios of air Ca tUrft it LInto ashes in several eSOMdS.
Theres hve bosm proIst it-n atwe. An n -iag- to statistios,
there& 1a0e af mteriftee V00i*- ftm L- -. @03 estozlag the

01phweo the *"a. U10ewur, tho 80*W reach&*m the frese"
is. Too, Sew -- so' **M0 eS.

000110004 roesaWh SON I~ to a fecl Jftef "JA a "awt
usie efall. to thoe voom at 4W. zo ad. soovr it Is
iup.eda.for *& " " *SUN&* A""" isd. ft. to ""~ the

reege, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S 10, : po R e4~5Au



strengthen the capability to penetrate the defeasive system, it is

also desired to have the fastest fallint speed possible. Thusp it

is capable of attacking the oppowet by surprise.
In addition to experiencing the high temperature test, the

re-entry of warheads to the atmosphere is not smooth sailing all

the way. There are numerous obstacles awaiting it. They include

cloud and fog, rain and snow, perticulates, and dusts. People

always say that the weather changes abruptly. It is difficult to

control ahead of time. It is even more unavoidable with regard

to dusts which are distributed by people. These light small

particles are inconsequential to automobiles and trains. owever,

for a warhead traveling at a super high speed, it is a serious

obstacle. It is because of the large relative velocity between

them, which consequently carries an extremely large kinetic energy.

The collision between them will accelerate the combustion and

erosion of the warhead.
Another problem, which is. not considered as an obstacle, is

the creation of the so-called plasma sheath shield when the warhead

enters the atmosphere at a high speed. It is a henenon due to

the decompoition, dissociation, and icaiation of air. The plasma

sheath covers the entire warbad, ike a meteorite, it has a long

tail. i t not only affects the radio amiioation between the

warhead and the gromd, but also greatly increases the radar

reflection area- to xOuV4. a favorabe condition for the enemy to

identify. in suryT, the t-eaty of a. warhead into the
atmephMe is not as ess as thim"" a sftoe. Instead, there are /27

many obstacles sad tbaee we OW pmebim.
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Figure 1 (b). The Types of Motion of the Warheads During an Attack
Against the Target Upon Re-entering the Atmosphere.
1. Assisted gliding re-entry; 2. Mobil trajectory
re-entry; 3. The multiple varhead individually
guided re-entry flight vehicle after releasing the
small warheads; 4. Multiple warhead individually
guided re-entry; 5. Ballistic re-entry; 6. Ground
target.

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of the Aircraft Launched Free Flight.

1. Launching Condition: altitude 17 kilometers,
velocity 400 a/set inclination angle 310; 2. Ignition
of the First Stage: altitude 19 kilometers, angle of
inclination -9.50; 3. Ignition of the second stager
4. Work cmpletod in the first stage; 5. Work completed
in the second stage, altitude 14 kilometers, velocity
4 K/ceo, inclination angle -15.50 ; 6. The ground;
7. 47 kilomers.
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of the Free Flight of Special
Trajectory.
1. Launching; 2. First stage work; 3. Second stage
work 4. The velocity cabin in an inertia flight;
5. Maximu altitude 183 1cm; 6. Discarding control
and guidance equipment; 7. First recoil stage work;
6 . Second recoil stage work; 9. Separation from
effective load; 10. Rs-entry conditions: altitude
76 kilometers# velocity 6.7 Wm/sec; 11. The ground;
12. 760,kilometeirs; 13. The controlled and guided
section.

4S Ot/

Simulation
In the development of astrionautical. weapon systems, in order

to adapt to the complez enviroamet of the modern wart the first
thing to solve is the re-eitr Problem so that it is possible to
ensure, that the warheads can slisiy bils dasiLayed @vilr the target.
Next,- it is becessai to, hqrWv its abi to eert the
defemse, and to increase theb*tt*t the xtentt pesdible.
ft suoseefuly resIOlv teee psblems, it involves. "M diselp1m
Odatexed aggo0ma Leee. gheggfses. belr the moses .of
sea .etsilmb&eam Wsesu "hst esd esh"Ia Wwrke
-t a ftf a.Met 4s t 2 *stri~s juM 4- gdeny #t
venoem s~i



u" a&M 10 campter tbe wind w-wl#X andi a*e ft flight. ft
p""cer it has bee "*"Mm that 410""t sisatiou bas an active
effect on. the stufy ot the v-etw ptabum. Ii wct only boo a
fast speedo but &s*-c osts A vi" tu*s" is a impotant

.p~imtlmeans in tho aee~st' aizozafts. in~ the eaSStime
it is. also an LadpeinsA~ pumo ofsa~to equipsat for other
flight Vehiclos. in the "ameit.tet to thirty Yeager the vial
tumnel techbology has Obtainl Z*Pi 4evlepeat. It is not only

* cagiable of simulating the high spoal co4itift of up to a x lnoMbet
obove 20, but also abl, to imuatO tbe Wit, altitude, ocAiticns
furing the re'-eatxy tbrough Other *~UXIary qPiuftest. IlA the
seantime, it is not affected, by the wtber *An is onvenient for

repeated testing.
2b* ree fmiot sitao test (or sg. caedv, the sky

Slamuatiou) is, to fly, a **" Ot the flgt voki4le is a siga

varous t""Is Of dta4  *"Wgot tow, A"" is relatively lorge

othe 1 da -11IN t sO .g
CSPM&e t I*e ulgtos ho 0hot t far t *jO

Jak sbetiT4ai
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it has already boon proven that the maximum temperature can reach

to 7,000 P- 8,000 degrees when the warhead re-enters. At such a

high temperature, if aluminum, which in the skin of an aircraft,
is used as the shell of the warhead, it will behave like a piece
of paper and get burnt in no time. Even a steel plate is not much

better. Back then, there was almost no suitable material to be

used. Since the fifties, people have tried many ways to explore

a method to resist the heat. In the early sixties, a new technology

to prevent heating had emerged. A special material is used as

the shell. When the warhead re-enters. the atmosphere, it is

allowed to burn off a part of the shell. The burnt portion removes

a great deal of the heat. This technology made the re-entry of

warheads successful. In the late seventies, a new heat resistant

structure - the heat resisting tile had emerged. It has already

been successfully used on the space shuttle. With regard to the

air-borne particles, these heat resistant materials also have

some active effects.

Science continues to advance. The mankind has already begun

the march towards the universe. In the path of the future

conquering of the universe, simulation tests are still the pioneers

in search for a solution to clear the road.
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